
 

Double-side Golden Non Stick Aluminum Italian Pandoro Mold
Octagonal Strar Shaped Christmas Tree Cake Baking Pan
 

Main features of golden non stick pandoro mold Christmas tree cake baking pan
 

Premium Material: Crafted from 1.5mm thick aluminum alloy, this pandoro mold boasts durability and sturdiness. Its
surface features an non-stick coated aluminum alloy, forming a protective film that ensures safe and clean food isolation
while facilitating faster heating.

Non-stick Coating: The double side of the mold is coated with a non-stick surface, ensuring that both bread and cake
effortlessly release from the mold, resulting in beautifully finished products.

Beautifully Shaped: With its one-piece molding design, this pandoro cake mold guarantees that the finished product
maintains an exquisite shape, perfect for crafting the classic traditional sweet, pandoro.

Easy to Use: The aluminum alloy construction of this baking mold simplifies the process of removing the pandoro mold.
Additionally, its design prevents the retention of stains, making cleaning a breeze.

Multiple Use: Suitable for oven use up to 220°C, this cake mold accommodates various recipes, from dense, heavy cakes
like cheesecake or carrot cake to light and airy layer cakes. Get creative and experiment with deep dish pizza, flan, and
gelatin molded desserts using this versatile pandoro mold.

All Occasions: Ideal for preparing quality family dishes, afternoon tea treats, banquet desserts, and other delicacies, this
Pandoro Mould cake mold is suitable for a wide range of occasions, including daily cooking, family dinners, gatherings with
friends, and festive celebrations.

Factory Supply: Tsingbuy Pandoro mold manufacturer in China has been engaged in bakeware industry for over 17
years and provides professional ODM*OEM service for both home kitchen bakeware supplies and industrial baking trays
pans. Welcome to contact us if you are in teh market for a reliable bakeware supplier.
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https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Non-stick-Aluminum-Pandoro-Cake-Baking-Pan.html














 
 
More types of cake moulds from Tsingbuy bakeware manufacturer
Tsingbuy Christmas tree cake pan factory in China also provides wholesale of round, square, rectangle, heart-shaped
cake baking pans, as well as special baking molds for bundt cake, chiffon cake, springform cake, angel cake etc. There are
hundreds of different cake molds in various designs and sizes.If there is no one meeting your needs, we also provide custom
design and manufacturing service. ODM&OEM service is one of our biggest strength. 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Aluminum-Christmas-Tree-Cake-Pan-Pandoro-Cake-Molds.html
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Main products

Besides wholesale aluminum cake pans, our main products include baking sheet pan, baguette pan, bread loaf pan,
industrial cupcake pan, bakery trolley etc. Whenever you are in the market for bakery supplies, coming to us is a best
choice. 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Detachable-Aluminum-Square-Cake-Mould-Bundt-Pan-Tube-Pan.html




 
 
 
 
 


